Turner ECS Case Study

DRILLING RIG CONTROL UPGRADE
**Introduction**

The Scarabeo platform is a semi-submersible drilling rig, held in position by anchors. The platform “stands” on six legs connected by two pontoon feet. The platform is used for oil drilling in the Mediterranean Sea offshore Alexandria, Egypt.

The power plant consists of four EMD engines, two 16 cylinder- and two 12 cylinder engines. The four engines distribute their power through four generator circuit breakers onto the bus. No split options in place. From the main bus the power is transformed for its user-groups and also converter via for main power equipment.

Parts obsolescence and engine instabilities were the reason why Turner ECS received the turn-key order in 2012 to replace the existing generator control system for each engine. The generator control system consists of a Hill Graham AC40 master/slave module, automatic voltage regulator.

The spinning reserve power was calculated by an obsolete power limit module which had an interface signal through the SCR’s to reduce power. The functionality provided by the module has been replaced as well.
System Description
The Woodward Atlas-II controls are used to replace the old generator controls, kW module and interfaces with the existing Woodward EGB governor and four new supplied, installed and commissioned automatic voltage regulators.

All Atlas-II controls are communicating with each other via a LON network to share real, reactive loads and other information. As a backup in case the LON network fails, there is a redundant Ethernet network which can perform the same tasks as the LON network. For the newly installed engine an Atlas II will be used for the load share interface to the easYgen control. Furthermore, this control will contain the majority of the kW limit box functionality.

The following functionality is provided by the ATLAS-II control:
• Speed control
• Droop – Isochronous control
• Back up droop control
• kW and kVar load sharing control
• kW limiter
• Start & maximum fuel limiter
• Synchronisation and dead bus closure
• Soft loading and unloading
• Generator protection
• Alarms & Shutdowns
• Generator winding temperature monitoring
• Parameter interface display
LSTK Projects, Retrofits & Upgrades
Turner ECS delivers reliable retrofit solutions for a wide range of prime movers and other applications. This includes lump sum turnkey projects on turbines and compressors.

Genuine Parts & Service Exchange
Turner ECS has the largest stock of parts, service exchange governors and electronics in Europe and can provide a fast turnaround service.

Product Training
Turner ECS can provide official Woodward product training covering both theoretical and practical training on a wide range of Woodward products.

Electronic Repair & Mechanical Governor Overhaul Service
Turner ECS provides a comprehensive overhaul and repair service for electronic, mechanical and hydraulic governors.

World Wide Field Service
Turner ECS field service engineers and technicians provide comprehensive solutions for commissioning and on-site repair.

Service Contracts
Turner ECS provides long term service contracts to support users with Woodward governors and/or control products and electronic control systems.
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